
DINNER WITH LOCALS IN THEIR
HOME

A lovely meal in a nice restaurant is

always a nice treat.  However, dining with

locals in their home gives you insight

into local life.  

You also have the opportunity to ask

questions and discuss topics that are not

often possible in a restaurant.

You never know, your dinner hosts may

become good friends!

PRIVATE TRANSPORTATION TO &
FROM AIRPORTS

On vacation you are a VIP just like

all the others arriving to a driver

holding a sign, so treat yourself! 

No waiting for a shuttle.  No trying

to communicate in a foreign

language after an overnight flight.  

That's starting your vacation with no

stress!

PRIVATE TOURS FOR KEY SIGHTS

See the sights you have been

dreaming of with a private tour.

Guides tailor your tour, lingering

only when you want to linger &

moving on  when you are ready.  

Ask all your questions  and hear

easily   because you are always next

to the guide.  Depending on the size

of your group, it may even be less

expensive!

6 Insider Tips
to Take Your

 Vacation from Good to GREAT!



FREE TIME TO EXPLORE, RELAX
 & ENJOY

Tours and major attractions don't

provide the essence of a place or the

magic of a destination.  

Allow time to sit in a cafe and people

watch; wander down an interesting

street; or take the recommendation of a

local for what to see or do.  

Create the opportunity for small

surprises and let serendipity happen!

As your travel advisor, Wizard of Odysseys LLC works with

you to take your trip from good to great.  That's what we love

to do.  We have access to contacts and suppliers to

incorporate these kinds of arrangements into your trip.  

We also assist clients with making unique requests a reality -

from costumes to attend a Carnivale Ball in Venice to private

castle entrance.  We want to make your wishes come true.  

Try us because we are the "Wizard" of Odysseys and we love

a challenge!

CREATE YOUR OWN TREASURE
HUNT

Plan ahead for a special purchase and

make shopping a treasure hunt.  Ask

hotel staff where is the best place to

find such an item.  

Ask shopkeepers in unrelated shops

where they would go.  Follow the

leads and see what you find.  

You will enjoy a fun couple of hours

and have a keepsake of your trip with

special memories.

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES FOR ALL

It's easy to create a list of must sees,

but a must see for one may be a total

bore for another, particularly when

traveling with children.

Plan a special activity for everyone

around their hobbies, interests or

dreams creating a variety of

activities.

Everyone gets excited and will be

more patient when they know they

too have a special activity.


